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Abstract: The rapidly growing data in the web result in stolen, unidentified and fraudulent data. Identification of
such data is of a prime objective for forensic departments, researchers and governments. In this context, authorship
analysis is very useful to reveal the truth by analyzing the text. Authorship analysis is observing the properties of a
text to predict authorship of a document. Stylometry is the root for authorship analysis, which is a linguistic research
field that exploits the machine learning techniques as well as knowledge of statistics. Authorship Attribution is a
type of authorship analysis technique, which is aimed at recognizing the author of an anonymous text within a closed
set of authors or subjects. Most of the researchers in Authorship Attribution approaches proposed various set of
stylistic features to differentiate the authors based on style of writing. It was observed from the literature the
accuracy of author prediction was not satisfactory with stylistic features. In this paper, the experimentation carried
out with various stylistic features, feature selection measures and term weight measures identified in various text
processing domains to predict the author of a new document. A new document representation approach is proposed
to improve the prediction accuracy of author prediction. In the proposed approach the documents were represented
with the weights of the documents specific to author group of documents. The results show that the proposed
approach obtained good accuracies when compared with the results of stylistic features, feature section measures,
term weight measures and most of the existing approaches.
Keywords: Authorship attribution, Stylistic features, Feature selection algorithms, Term weight measures,
Document weight measure, Classification algorithms.

1. Introduction
All manuscripts must be in English. These
guidelines include complete descriptions of the fonts,
spacing, and related information for producing your
proceedings manuscripts.
The World Wide Web is increasing rapidly with
textual information along with the cyber crimes are
also increased in the WWW. The people are sending
harassing messages in social media and the terrorist
organizations send threatening mails without
specifying their correct authorization details. In this
context, the researchers are attracted to know the
details of the authors of these texts. Authorship
Analysis is one such area to predict the author
information of a text by analyzing the writing styles

of the authors. Various applications such as security,
research literature and forensic analysis were used
Authorship Analysis techniques.
Authorship Analysis technique was categorized
into three types such as Authorship Verification,
Authorship Attribution, Authorship Profiling [1].
Authorship Attribution is used to predict the author
of a document by processing the texts of several
authors [2]. Authorship verification is used to verify
whether the document was written by the suspected
author or not by analyzing the texts of suspected
author [3]. Authorship profiling is used to predict
the demographic characteristics of the authors [4]. In
this work, Authorship attribution technique is
concentrated to predict the author of anonymous
documents. Most of the researchers proposed
various types of stylistic features to differentiate the
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authors writing styles in Authorship Attribution. The
general approach followed in most of the existing
approaches of Authorship Attribution was BOW
(Bag Of Words) approach for document
representation.
In this work, the experimentation starts with
different types of stylistic features. It was identified
that the stylistic features were not sufficient to
improve the accuracy of author prediction. Later
most frequent terms were extracted from the corpus.
The results of BOW model with most frequent terms
were not satisfactory. Then, feature selection
measures were used to find the informative terms
from most frequent terms. The experimentation
continued with the features identified by the feature
selection algorithms. Different term weight
measures from various domains were evaluated to
test the impact of term weight measures in author
identification. It was observed that the results of
term weight measures are good for author prediction.
Finally, a novel approach namely weighted
document approach for authorship attribution was
proposed to increase the author prediction accuracy.
The proposed approach achieved best results for
author identification when compared with the results
of stylistic features, results of features selection
algorithms and the results of term weight measures.
In the proposed approach, a new term weight
measure is proposed to compute the weights of the
terms. A new document weight measure is used to
compute the document weight and the document
vectors were generated with these document weights.
The stylistic features and most frequent terms are
independently participated in the classification
process but they are collaboratively participated in
the proposed approach. This is the reason the
proposed approach obtained best results for author
identification.
This paper structured in 8 sections. The related
work in Authorship Attribution is explained in
section 2. The reviews dataset characteristics and
evaluation measures used to evaluate the classifiers
were explained in section 3. Section 4 explains the
basic document representation technique BOW
model and also present the experimental results of
stylistic features and most frequent terms using
BOW model. The importance of feature selection
measures and the experimental results of features
identified by the feature selection measures were
discussed in section 5. The analysis of various term
weight measures and experimental results were
explained in section 6. Section 7 describes a novel
document representation technique namely weighted
document specific to author for author identification
and also presented the experimental results of
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proposed approach. The conclusions and future
scope is explained in section 8.

2. Literature survey
The style of writing is a primary indicator of an
individual identity to predicting the author of a
document in Authorship Attribution. In general
three steps followed in Authorship Attribution
approaches. First, the most discriminative features
were identified to differentiate the authors writing
styles. Second, the document representation models
were identified to represent the document with these
features. Finally, the suitable machine learning
classification algorithms were detected to predict the
author of an anonymous document [5].
Most of the researchers used stylistic features to
differentiate the writing style of the authors in
Authorship Attribution. Ludovic Tanguy et al.,
extracted [6] rich set of language specific features
like contracted forms, character trigrams, POS
trigrams, lexical generosity and ambiguity, phrasal
verbs, syntactic complexity, syntactic dependencies,
lexical cohesion, lexical absolute frequency,
morphological complexity, quotations, punctuation,
first/third person proper and narrative. They noted
that the performance of set of rich linguistic features
was better for author prediction when compared
with word frequencies and trigrams of characters.
Another researchers obtained [7] best results when
combination of word based and character tetragrams features are used. In [8], the researchers
extracted POS bigrams and trigrams, character
trigrams, percentage of direct speech from the
documents and syntactic features. They obtained
overall accuracy of 77% in Authorship identification
and found that the author prediction accuracy was
improved when the application specific features
were added to existing feature set.
The classification algorithms also play an
important role in the performance of author
prediction. Darnes Vilarino experimented [9] with
three supervised learning methods such as Naïve
Bayes, rocchio and greedy. It was observed that the
rocchio method perform well compared to naïve
bayes and greedy methods. George k. mikros et al.,
extracted [10] character bigrams, character trigrams,
word unigrams, word bigrams and word trigrams
features from e-mail corpus. They obtained best
results when logistic regression and one class
machine learning methods were used for author
prediction.
Some researchers used different types
approaches for analyzing the writing style changes
of the authors. Rexha et al., adopted [11] a text
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segmentation algorithm to predict the author
changes in the dataset of PubMed articles. They
used set of stylistic features to identify the authors
style of writing and observed that their approach
identified more number of writing style changes
when the article was written by more number of
authors. Another researcher used [12] probabilistic
context free grammar for predicting author of a new
document. In this approach, probabilistic context
free grammar constructed for every author and used
this grammar for classification.
The researchers used different types of
document representation techniques for author
prediction. N. Akiva used [13] binary Bag of Words
representation to represent the document vector,
which captures absence or presence of common
words in a document. It was identified that the
author prediction accuracy was improved when the
number of texts was increased in the training data.
Whereas another researcher proposed [14] a
document occurrence representation for author
prediction and observed that their representation
outperforms when compared with Bag of Words
approach and also observed that this document
representation works good for small data sets.
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terms as bag of words. The documents were
represented with this bag of words. The term
frequency was considered to represent the weight of
the terms in document vectors. In this work,
different term weight measures were identified to
assign weight to the terms. The machine learning
classifiers were used to produce the classification
model.
In this work, the experimentation starts with
various types of 39 stylistic features. Table 2 shows
the different types of stylistic features used in our
work.
The document vectors were represented with
these 39 stylistic features. Different classification
algorithms such as Simple Logistic (SL), Logistic
(LOG), IBK, Bagging (BAG), Random Forest (RF)
and Naïve Bayes Multinomial (NBM) classifiers
were used to create the classification model. The
accuracies of author prediction using stylistic
features are presented in table 3.
The Random Forest classifier obtained good
accuracy of 60.23% compared with other classifiers
for author prediction. It was observed that the
stylistic features are not more suitable to predict the
author of a document.

3. Dataset characteristics and evaluation
measures
3.1 Dataset characteristics
The dataset was collected from amazon.com and
it contains 10 different authors reviews on different
products. The corpus is balanced in terms of number
of documents in each author group and each author
group contains 400 reviews of each.
3.2 Evaluation measures
Various measures are used such as precision,
recall, F1 measure and accuracy by the researchers
in Authorship Attribution to test the accuracy of
author prediction. In this work, accuracy measure is
used to evaluate the performance of the author
prediction. Accuracy measure is the ratio of number
of documents correctly predicted their author to total
number of documents

4. BOW model
The design of BOW model is depicted in Fig. 1.
In this model, preprocessing techniques such as
stopword removal and stemming were applied on
the dataset to remove the terms which are weak in
text discrimination. The features were extracted
from the updated dataset. Treat these most frequent

Figure.1 The procedure of BOW model
Table 1. The accuracies of author prediction when
stylistic features used
Features/
Classification
39 Features
Algorithms
NBM
58.41
SLOG
54.38
LOG
56.87
IBK
55.92
BAG
52.76
RF
60.23
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Table 2. Stylistic Features
Stylistic
Example Features
features
Characters count
Count of small letters
Count of punctuation marks
ratio of capital letters to small letters
Ratio of white spaces to non white
spaces
character
Ratio of numeric characters to non
based
numeric characters
features
Ratio of white space to total number
of characters
Ratio of tab spaces to total number
of characters
Ratio of capital letters to total
number of characters
Count of words
Capital letters words
Count of positive words
Count r of negative words
Average word length
Contraction words
The ratio of number of words length
greater than six to total number of
words
The ratio of number of words length
less than three to total number of
word
words
based
Count of words with hyphens
features
Number of words length greater
than 6
Words followed by digits
Unique terms
Ratio of number of words which
contain more than 3 syllables to
total number of words
Count of acronyms
Count of foreign words
Count of words that occur twice
(hapax dislegomena)
Count of sentences
average sentence length in terms of
words
structural Average sentence length in terms of
features characters
Count of sentences per paragraph
Count of paragraphs
Count of words per paragraph
Flesch Kinkaid Grade Level
Coleman Liau Index
Automated Readability Index
readabilit
Gunning Fog Index
y
LIX
Features
RIX Readability Index
Flesch Reading Ease
SMOG Index.
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Table 3. Accuracies of author prediction when BOW
approach is used with most frequent terms
Features/
Classification
8000 Terms
Algorithms
NBM
61.65
SLOG
55.54
LOG
57.89
IBK
56.21
BAG
59.77
RF
63.32

By examining the dataset of different product
reviews, it was observed that the differences in
writing style of authors were identified in the terms
used by the different authors. Based on this analysis,
we selected 8000 most frequent terms for
representing the document vector. In this work, the
experimentation carried out with most frequent 8000
terms. It was observed that the obtained results were
not satisfactory for author prediction when
compared with existing approaches in Authorship
Attribution.
Table 4 represents the accuracies of author
prediction in BOW approach using various
classifiers. In the BOW approach, unlike other
classifiers, the RF classifier achieved an accuracy of
63.32% for author prediction when the most
frequent 8000 terms were used to represent the
document vector. It is not feasible to use all features
extracted from the training documents for authorship
attribution. The document representation with
reduced set of features is a major requirement for
most of the machine learning algorithms. The next
section explains various feature selection measures
proposed in different research domains to identify
important features.

5. Feature
selection
experimental results

algorithms

and

Feature selection techniques used fewer amounts
of features/tokens/words which are useful for
identifying an author of a document easily, faster,
and by using less computation power. Feature
selection measures were used to identify a subset of
features for describing the data, or in other words it
is a method to reduce the high dimensionality by
removing features which are not relevant for the
classification. In this work, four feature selection
measures such as information gain, chi-square,
mutual information and NGL (Ng-Goh-Low)
Coefficient were used in the experiment to find
informative terms from 8000 terms.
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5.1 Information gain (IG)

Table 4. The accuracies of feature selection measures for
author prediction
Features/
Classification IG
CHI
MI
NGL
Algorithms
NBM
63.81 68.84
64.61 69.65
SLOG
59.62 66.35
61.41 65.54
LOG
61.20 64.13
63.32 67.89
IBK
62.58 65.49
60.27 68.21
BAG
61.83 64.81
62.59 63.77
69.87
66.31
65.17
RF
71.19

Information Gain (IG) selects features which
reveal the most of the information about the classes
[15]. Eq. (1) is used to compute Information gain of
a term.

IG  t , c  



   

P t, c  

c  ci, ci , t  tk , tk

P t, c 

P t  P  c 

(1)

Where, P(t,c) is the probability of the term t belongs
to class c, P(t) is the probability of a term t, P(c) is
the probability of a class c.
5.2 Chi-square
Chi-square feature selection measure computes
the dependence between a term, t, and the class, c
[16]. Chi-square computed using Eq. (2).
2 

N ( AD  CB ) 2
 A  B  A  C  B  D  C  D 

(2)

Where, A, B is the number of documents in class c
which contain the term t and which does not contain
the term t respectively. C, D is the number of
documents which does not belongs to class c and
which contain the term t and which does not contain
term t respectively. N is the total number of
documents in the dataset.
5.3 Mutual information (MI)
Mutual information feature selection measure
assumes that the term with higher class ratio is more
efficient for classification [17]. Eq. (3) is used to
compute Mutual information of a term.


A N
MI  log 
  A  B  A  C  



(3)

N, A, B, C parameters were defined in section 5.2.
5.4 NGL (Ng-Goh-Low) Coefficient
NGL correlation coefficient is a type of chisquare feature selection method [18].

NGL 

N   AD  CB 

 A  B  A  C  B  D C  D 

(4)

The positive value of NGL measure represents the
term t correlates with class c and negative value
indicated the term t correlates with 𝑐̅ . The NGL
method computed using Eq. (4). NGL assigns more
weight to the terms which are having strong
correlation with category c. N, A, B, C, D
parameters were defined in section 5.2.
5.5 Experimental results of feature selection
algorithms
The feature selection algorithms identified most
informative terms in the 8000 terms. Top ranked
5000 terms were used from 8000 terms to represent
the document vector. Different classification
algorithms were used to generate the classification
model. Table 5 shows the accuracies of author
prediction when feature selection algorithms were
used.
The NGL coefficient measure obtained good
accuracy of 71.19% for author prediction when
compared with other feature selection measures. The
random forest classifier achieved better results
compared to other machine learning classifiers. The
results of feature selection measures for author
prediction were not good when compared with
existing approaches in Authorship Attribution. The
next section explains the importance of term weight
measures and discussed various term weight
measures used in our experiment for author
prediction.

6. Term weight measures
Term weight measures allocate suitable weight to
the terms based on the information of terms
distribution in the dataset. Traditional term
weighting measures are Term Frequency (TF),
binary and Term Frequency Inverse Document
Frequency (TFIDF). Binary weight measure assigns
1 or 0 to the term based on the term presence or
absence in a document. TF measure computes the
frequency of a term in a document. TF may assign
large weights to the common terms (a, an, the, of,
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etc.,) which are weak in text discrimination. To
overcome this shortcoming, TFIDF measure is
proposed by the researchers to reduce the weight of
common terms. In TFIDF measure, the IDF allocate
more weight to the terms that were appeared in less
number of documents. Although the TFIDF was
proved in Information Retrieval domain and several
text mining tasks for quantifying the term weights,
but it is not most effective for Author Prediction
because TFIDF disregard the class label information
of the training documents. Therefore researchers are
looking for alternative effective term weight
measures in Authorship Attribution.
Based on the utilization of the class label
information the term weight measures were
categorized into two types such as unsupervised and
supervised term weight measures. An unsupervised
term weight measure does not use information
regarding class label. The supervised term weight
measure use class label information. In this work, 3
unsupervised and 5 supervised term weight
measures were used to compute the weights of the
terms.

6.1.3. NDLTW (Normalized Document Length Term
Weight) measure

6.1 Unsupervised term weight measures

RFTW measure assigns more discriminative
power to the terms which are discussed more in
positive documents when compared with negative
documents [20]. The RFTW measure is represented
in Eq. (8).

6.1.1. TFIDF (Term Frequency Inverse Document
Frequency)

The TFIDF measure [19] computed using Eq.

A NDLTW Measure was proposed in [10] to
avoid the differentiation of small sized and large
sized documents. Eq. (7) represents the NDLTW
measure.
W (ti, pj ) 

(1  log(TFi )) / (1  log( AVGTFi ))
m

 (1  slope)  AVGUT

k

(7)
Where, TFi is the number of times term ti
occurred in profile pj, AVGTFi is the ratio of TFi to
total number of terms in profile Pj, slope =0.2, UTk
number of unique terms in document dk, AVGUTk is
the ratio of UTk to total number of terms in
document dk.
6.2 Supervised term weight measures
6.2.1.
RFTW (Relevance Frequency based Term
Weight) measure

(5).



 N 
TFIDF (ti, dk )  tf  ti, dk   log 

 DFi 

 slope  UTk

k 1

tf * rf  tf  log  2 



A




max(1, C) 

(8)

(5)
A, C parameters were defined in section 5.2.

Where, tf(ti, dk) is the number of times ti
occurred in document dk, N is the number of
documents in the dataset, DFi is the number of
documents in the dataset which contain the term ti.
6.1.2. NDTW (Nonuniform Distributed Term Weight)
Measure

The NDTW measure assigns more weight to the
terms which are distributed non uniformly across the
documents [14]. Eq. (6) shows the NDTW measure.

6.2.2. Discriminative feature selection term weight
(DFSTW) measure

DFS measure allocate more weight to the terms
that are having high average term frequency in class
cj and the terms with high occurrence rate in most of
the documents of cj [21]. The DFSTW measure is
showed in Eq. (9).

W (ti, cj ) 

tf (ti, cj ) / df (ti, cj )
A
A


tf (ti, cj ) / df (ti, cj )  A  B   A  C 

m
 tf (ti, dk )
1  tf (ti, dk )  
Wt ij  w  ti, pj   log TOTFti    
log 

 1  TOTFti  
k 1  TOTFti



(6)
Where, TOTFti is the total occurrence of term ti in
profile group pj, tf(ti, dk) is the frequency of term ti
in document dk.

A
C

 A  B  C  D 

(9)

Where, tf(ti,cj) is the term frequency of term ti in
class cj, df(ti, cj) is the number of documents contain
the term ti in class cj and A, B, C, D parameters were
defined in section 5.2.
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6.2.3 TF-Prob measure

TF-Prob is a probability-based weight measure
defined in [22]. The TF-Prob measure finds the
weight of term tk with respect to cj is shown in Eq.
(10).

A A

w  tk , cj   tfk  log 1 

BC


(10)

Where, tfk is the frequency of term tk in class cj. A, B,
C parameters were defined in section 5.2.
6.2.4. ICF-based term weighting schemes TF-IDFICSDF

Inverse Class Frequency (ICF) is similar to
IDF in TFIDF, which is defined as the ratio of
the total classes to the number of classes which
contains the term. TF-IDF-ICSDF measure was
proposed in [23]. The TF-IDF-ICSDF weight is
computed by Eq. (11).






N  
m
w  tk   tfk   1  log
 (11)
  1  log m
dfk  
dfkj 




j
 1 Nj 


Where, N is the number of documents in the corpus,
dfk is the number of documents contains the term tk,
m is the number of classes, and dfkj is the number of
documents in class j contains the term tk, Nj is the
number of documents in class cj.(7)
6.2.5. SUTW measure

Supervised Unique Term Weight (SUTW)
measure [24] as in Eq. (12) combines innerdocument distribution, inter-class distribution and
intra-class distribution information of terms to
measure the weight of a term.
In Eq. (12), dtk is the number of terms in
document dk, UTk, AVGUTk was defined in section
6.1.3, A, B, C, D was defined in section 5.2.
Wtij  W ti, pj  

m  tf (ti, dk ) 
log  dk 

 


k 1,dk pj  tf (ti, pj )  0.8  AVGUTk  0.2  UTk  


A
(A  B )



C
(C  D)

(12)

Table 5. The accuracies of author prediction for various
term weight measures
Classifier/Term
Naïve Bayes
Random
Weight Measures
Multinomial
Forest
TFIDF
66.29
69.45
NDTW
71.48
73.01
NDLTW
74.31
77.13
RFTW
78.39
82.92
TF-Prob
80.16
85.83
DFSTW
83.67
87.02
TF-IDF-ICSDF
85.71
89.11
SUTW
89.23
91.82

6.3 Experimental results of term weight measures
In this work, 8000 most frequent terms were
extracted from the corpus to represent the document
vectors. The BOW model is used to represent the
document vectors with these 8000 terms. Various
term weight measures were used to assign the
weight to the terms in document vectors. Table 6
represents the accuracies of author prediction when
different term weight measures were used to define
the weight of the term. In table 6, the SUTW
measure obtained highest accuracy of 91.82% for
author identification when compared with all other
term weight measures. It was identified that the
supervised term weight measures achieved best
accuracies for author prediction when contrasted
with accuracies of unsupervised term weight
measures. It was also noted that, the Random Forest
classifier achieved good accuracies for most of the
term weight measures when compared with other
Classifier.
The accuracies of term weight measures are
good when compared with most of the existing
approaches for Authorship attribution. In this work,
a new approach proposed to increase the accuracy of
author prediction. The next section describes the
proposed approach.

7. Document weight specific to author
(DWA) approach
Fig. 2 shows the model for proposed Document
Weight specific to Author (DWA) approach. The
Authorship Attribution problems categorized in to
two classes such as classical Authorship Attribution
and social media Authorship Attribution. The
classical
Authorship
Attribution
problem
concentrated on formally written documents such as
newspapers, articles and books, while social media
Authorship Attribution task concentrates on
informal documents such as reviews, tweets and
blogs.
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Figure.2 The model of proposed approach

Various researchers extracted different types of
stylistic features ranging from character based
features to syntactic features for classical
Authorship Attribution. For social media Authorship
Attribution it was observed that some of these
features utilization was impractical because most of
the documents contain more number of nondictionary terms. For example, extraction of
syntactic information from informal documents was
very difficult. Therefore, most of the researchers
proposed combinations of content and stylistic
features for social media Authorship Attribution. In
this work, content based features such as most
frequent terms are used to differentiate the writing
styles of the authors.
In general, every term is having a specific
importance in different author groups. Different
authors used a set of terms frequently in their
writings. It is difficult to say whether the document
was written by the particular author or not by
considering some of the terms individually, but it is
easy to predict the author by considering the
combination of terms in the document. In BOW
model, the document vectors were represented with
the terms independently and the relationship
between the terms were not captured. In the
proposed DWA approach, the document vectors
were represented with the document weights. The
document weights were computed by combining the
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terms in that document and also consider the
relationship of the terms. In this approach, it was
also identified the best informative terms that are
useful for differentiating the writing styles of the
authors by using an efficient term weight measure.
This was the main reason for obtaining best
accuracy for predicting the author in authorship
attribution.
In this model, first preprocessing techniques such
as stopword removal and stemming were applied on
the training dataset for preparing the data for
effective features extraction. Extract most frequent
terms from the updated dataset. Term weight
measure is used to compute the weights of these
extracted terms specific to author group. The dataset
contains 10 author groups and each author group
contains 400 documents. Document weight measure
is used to compute the weight of the document by
using the weights of the terms. The document vector
is represented with these document weights and
classification algorithms generates classification
model by using these document vectors.
In this model, (D1, D2 ,……, Dm) is the set of
documents in the dataset, (T1, T2, ……, Tn) is the set
of most frequent terms, TWAGpn is the weight of the
term Tn in the author group AGp, DWAGpm is the
weight of the document Dm in the author group AGp.
In this model, the term weight measure and
document weight measure play an important role to
improve the accuracy of author prediction. In this
work, a new term weight measure is proposed to
compute the weight of the term specific to author
group of documents. The next subsection explains
the proposed term weight measure.
7.1 Term weight easure
Various researchers proposed different types of
term weight measures in different research areas. In
this work, a new supervised term weight measure is
proposed to compute the weights of the terms. The
proposed supervised term weight measure is
represented in Eq. (13). The main principle of this
term weight measure is it assigns more weight to the
terms which are having more frequency in interested
author group and contained in more number of
documents in interested author group.
In this measure, tf(ti,dk) is the term frequency in
document dk, DFk is the total number of terms in a
document dk.
m



tf (ti, dx)

gives the total count of the

x  1, dx  AG p

term ti in all the documents of author group AGp.
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Table 7. The Accuracies of DWA approach for author
prediction
Features/
8000 Terms
Classification Algorithms
NBM
91.56
SLOG
85.17
LOG
89.63
IBK
87.29
BAG
91.45
RF
95.89

m



W  ti, dk  AG p  

tf (ti, dk )

DFk



tf (ti, dx )

x  1, dx  AG p


n


1 
tf (ti, dy ) 

 y  1, dy  AG p



m
DC (ti, dx )

x  1, dx  AG p



n


1 
DC (ti, dy ) 

 y  1, dy  AG p




(13)

n



tf (ti, dy )

Gives the total count of the

y  1, dy  AG p

term ti in all the documents of all author groups
except AGp
m



DC (ti, dx )

Gives the number of

x  1, dx  AG p

documents in author group AGp contains the term ti
n



DC (ti, dy )

Gives the number of

y  1, dy  AG p

documents in all author groups except AGp contains
the term ti
7.2 Document weight measure
In this work, a document weight measure is used
proposed by Raghunadha reddy et al., [24]. The
document weight measure determines the weight of
a document by considering different information of
terms in a document. Eq. (14) represents the
document weight measure used in our experiment.
W  dk , AG p  



tidk ,dkAGp

TFIDF (ti, dk )  W  ti, AG p  (14)

This measure used two types of information of terms
such as TFIDF (Term Frequency and Inverse
Document Frequency measure) weight of a term and
the term weight calculated by term weight measure
to compute the weight of a document. In this
measure, w (dk, AGp) is the weight of document dk
in author group AGp.
7.3 Experimental results of proposed DWA
approach
Table 7 shows the DWA approach accuracies for
author prediction.

The experimentation carried out with 8000 most
frequent terms for generating classification model.
It was observed that the obtained results were best
for author prediction when compared with most of
the existing approaches [6, 8, 9, 11, 13] for author
prediction in Authorship Attribution. When
compared with all classifiers the Random Forest
classifier achieved highest accuracy of 95.89% for
author prediction.

8. Conclusion and future scope
In this work, the experimentation is carried out
with stylistic features, most frequent terms and
feature selection measures with BOW model and
proposed DWA model. The proposed model
achieved an accuracy of 95.89% for author
prediction when Random Forest classifier was used.
The BOW approach with feature selection measures
obtained an accuracy of 71.19% for author
prediction when Random Forest classifier is used. In
BOW approach the terms are independently
participated in the classification process, but in
proposed DWA model the terms are collaboratively
in the form of document weight participated in the
classification process. This is the main reason for
obtaining good accuracies in the proposed model.
In our future work, it is planned to consider the
domain characteristics and categorical features
while computing a document weight. It is also
planned to usage of semantic and syntactic structure
of the language while assigning weights to the
document.
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